RALLY SAFE
TABLET CONFIGURATION
1

CONFIRM EVENT NAME: (INFO)
If the event name on your
tablet is incorrect immediately
advise Rally Control

2

CONFIRM OFFICIAL TIME: (INFO)
If this time is incorrect. The time
should synchronize with the first
course car (000, 00, 0) etc.

4

3

CHECK BATTERY LEVEL: (INFO)
If below 50%, please charge
before the next stage.

CONFIRM RADIO STATUS:
Ensure USB antenna is
Inserted into USB port
before powering up tablet.

RALLY SAFE
(TIME CONTROL FUNCTION)
1

SELECT TIME CONTROL: (ACTION)
Click TIME CONTROL to access Time
Control screen. When activated, TIME
CONTROL will turn blue

2

3
SELECT STAGE: (ACTION)

CHECK-IN REQUEST: (INFO)

Select the appropriate stage
from the drop down list

The time the co-pilot pressed the
“check-in” button in vehicle to
electronically submit check in request

CH3B- FARLEY
CH3B
FARLEY 1

4

5

TIME INCREMENTS: (INFO)
and
adjustment buttons for arrival
or start times move in 30
second increments.

CHECK-IN TIME: (INFO)
The time at which the Marshal
received the Time Card. CheckIn time should be same as the
one entered on the time card

START TIME CONTROL
(CHECK IN PROCEEDURE)
1

Zone de contrôle / Control Zone

When the car enters the
control, enter the car’s #
using the Number Pad.

2

Select the time they wish
to be checked in at using
and
buttons. Once
you have reached the
desired time click
3

Transcribe In and Start
times onto log sheet
and time card

RALLY SAFE
(START FUNCTION)
1

SELECT START: (ACTION)
Click START to access START screen.
When activated, START will turn blue

2

SELECT STAGE: (ACTION)

3

Select the appropriate stage from
the drop down list. If you select the
wrong stage, you will get a warning
when the first car synchronizes with
the tablet. Correct as required

START TIME: (INFO)
Initially blue. This time must turn
white to confirm car has received the
start time. If it does not change to
white, unplug & plug USB antenna to
re-sync and it should turn white

CH3B FARLEY
85

11:10:00

CANCEL START: (INFO)

ABORT START: (INFO)

To cancel start for one
selected car/start time

Only used in extreme
circumstances (ie Rally Stop).
Abort removes all assigned
start times in Waiting to Start

START TIME CONTROL
(ISSUE START TIME PROCEEDURE)
4

Select START Function from
the menu bar

Zone de contrôle / Control Zone

Enter Car # using keypad

5

Use the
and
buttons to adjust the
times if required and
click
6

IMPORTANT:
Rally Safe will allocate the next 1 min interval start time to that car. If
the first 5 cars require a 2 min interval, you will have to adjust the start
time and add the extra minute to the Rally Safe default start time.
Confirm the proper start time appears in “Waiting to Start” column

RALLY SAFE
(FINISH FUNCTION)
1

2

SELECT FINISH: (ACTION)
Click FINISH to access FINISH screen.
When activated, FINISH will turn blue

SELECT STAGE: (ACTION)
Select the appropriate stage
from the drop down list

CH3B - FARLEY 1

CH3B FARLEY

85

11:10:00

11:32:13

00:22:13

00:00:00

64

11:12:00

11:34:02

00:22:02

00:01:49

3

COLUMNS: (INFO)
You can reorder any of these
columns to suit your
preference

2

FINISH TIME CONTROL
(FINISH PROCEEDURE)
1

Zone de contrôle / Control Zone

The time the vehicle crosses the
flying finish will be relayed back
by radio to the finish control (as a
backup process)
2

As the vehicle comes into
range, the tablet will
display the results on the
screen
3

Transcribe Finish Time
on to log sheet and time
card

